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1. Singh P., Mishra S.K., Noel S., Sharma S., Rath S.K. Apigenin induced hepatotoxicity in mice is oxidative stress mediated (*CDRI Communication no.-7612*).


4. Mishra S.K., Singh P., Rath S.K. Quercetin Protects Chloroquine induced oxidative stress and hepatotoxicity in mice (*Communication no. 7767*).

Manuscripts under preparation

1. Singh P., Mishra S.K., Sharma S., Rath S.K. Hepatic gene expression analysis during the hepatotoxicity mediated through oxidative stress generated by Genistein in Swiss mice (*Manuscript under preparation*).


Papers presented in conferences


**Contribution to NCBI**

Contributed 26 samples and 2 series of microarray data to Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) *(Series Accession No: GSE 12716 & 23523).*